
Animal Characteristics

Objective: define homeostasis, 
exothermic and endothermic



Using the science dictionary to define
each word part & definition and then write the 

definition in your own words

Vocabulary word Word parts Definition

Homeostasis

In your own words

Ectothermic

In your own words

Endothermic

In your own words



Read your lab partners’ work and see 
if you both :
1. agree on the definitions of the word 
parts 
2. understand each other’s work
3. Which animal would you predict is 
ectothermic and which is 
endothermic?



describe what you notice about our 
classroom pets ( group discussion) 

Sherbert the Hamster Watson the bearded dragon



Sherbert ( hamster) Watson ( bearded dragon)
He is warm and furry! Cool to touch on his back

His paws are cold but his head is warm His belly is really cold!

He runs around his cage all the time He likes to be under the heat lamp alot

Write your observations in your 
notebook page , a sketch of each 

animal and label which is ectothermic 
and which is endothermic



describe what you notice about 
our classroom pets 

Sherbert the Hamster
• He is warm and furry!
• His paws are cold but his head is 

warm
• He runs around his cage all the 

time

Watson the bearded dragon

• Cool to touch on his back
• His belly is really cold!
• He likes to be under the heat 

lamp alot



Using science dictionary to define each 
word parts and then write the 
definition in your own words

Vocabulary word Word parts Definition

Homeostasis Homeo- same body maintains the same 

temperature 

Stasis: maintain or keep stable

In your own words An animal will keep its body temperature the same 

Ectothermic Ecto- outside or external body uses outside sources to 

Thermic - heat help maintain a stable temperature

In your own words an animal needs outside heat to keep itself warm

Endothermic Endo- inside or internal body uses internal chemical

Thermic - heat reactions to warm itself

In your own words an animal keeps itself warm  ( food it digests helps warm itself)


